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FoREWORD

The collection of much and the analysis of all of the data in the

studies reported here was carried out under Project NR 150-166 and

supported by Contract Nonr 609(20) between Yale University and the Office

of Naval Research. Appreciation for their work in connection with the

contract is 'extended to Dr. D. D. Smith, Head, Psychological Sciences

Division, and to Dr. John Nagay, Assistant Head, Personnel and Training

Branch.
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Permission is granted for reproduction, translation, publication,

use, and disposal of these articles in whole or in part by or for the

United States Government.

A word of explanation may be appropriate concerning the fact that

although this report and Technical Report No. 4 under this same contract

deal with related problems, neither makes reference to the other. The

preparation of these two reports occurred simultaneously during a period

when the author of one was in residence at the University of Colorado and

the author of the other was in residence at Yale. In order not to delay

the appearance of either report, it seemed desirable to postpone to a later

report the discussion of the interrelations of the findings. Indeed, more

work may be needed before the interrelations can be fully understood.
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Donald W. Taylor
Professor of Personnel Admihistration

and of Psychology
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AcHrorsia IN PROBLEL SOLVING

AS RELATED TO SEk-ROL4 IDDITIFICATION

The present study was designed primarily as a replication of an

earlier one (Milton, 1957) in which results were obtained indicating that

there is a positive relationship between masculine sex-role identification

and problem-solving skill both across sexes and within a sex, and that

when allowance is made for this relationship, the difference between men

and women in problem-solving performance is diminished. Previously,

Sweeney (1953) had demonstrated consistent sex differences in problem-

solving performance even when differences in intellectual aptitude,

academic training, and special abilities had been controlled.

The principal hypothesis of this study is that achievement in

problem solving is positively correlated with the degree of identification

with the masculine role. From this hypothesis two predictions are made:

(a) This positive relationship exists within a sex as well as across sexes

and sex-role identification contributes significantly to variance in

problem-solving skill within a sex. (b) Wien an adjustmnnt is made for

the between-subjects variance contributed by sex-role id,Antification,

sex differences in problem-solving skill will not be significant.

In addition to testing the principal hypothesis, two additional

areas of investigation were explored. First, since it had been suggested

that the relationship between sex role and problem solving may be due to

a joint hereditary biological determinant an attempt was made to measure

genetic sexuality and relate it both to problem-solving skill and to

sex-role score. Secondly, an exploration was undertaken of factors in

6
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the personal history of the individual which might he jointly related

to sex:role and problem solving. The rationale for this exploration was

that if the relationship between sex-role identification and problem-

solving Skill is an acquired one, significant factors in the life history

of the subjects should emerge.

Method

The procedure and instruments used in this study replicate in large

part the earlier study (Milton, 1957). The same 20 problems that had

shown significant sex:differences were employed. The problems were bound

in a booklet with one problem per page so that each problem was presented

individually. A working time of four minutes ner problem was allowed

with a ten-minute intermission after the first ten problems. Problems

were scored either correct or incorrect with no partial credits given.

The problan series is reproduced in Appendix 1.

The Terman4files M-F Test was used as the measure of sex-role

identification (Terman and Miles, 1936). Personal history data was

obtained from a one-page open-ended questionnaire on which subjects

reported about their family history, past experience, aspirations, etc.

This questionnaire can be found in Appendix 2.

Genetic sexuality was measured by means of the oral mucosal smear

technique, a technique which has been found to produce a percentage

distribution for each sex:and to be almost non-overlapping between sexes

(Herrmann and Davis, 1956; Greenblatt, de Acosta, Vasquez and Mullins,

1956). A scraping from the mucosal lining of the inside of the cheek was

taken with a wooden tongue depressor from each subject. This sample was

pdaced on a slide and the slide was placed in an ether-alcohol solution.
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The slide vas later stained and read. Reading the slides consisted of

looking for a dark-stained particle on the nucleus of each cell. This

particle or ',blip', occurs more frequently in cells taken from female

sUbjects than from male subjects. The score used in this study was the

number of cells out of 100 cells from each subject which, displayed the

dark-stained particle.

SUbjects. Seventy-nine high school students fraa the Half Moon Hay

pUblic high school participated as subjects in this experiment. Of these,

37 were females and 42 were males. The age range in the sample was 13

to 18 years. Scores on the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability

were available for all subjects as an estimate of intelligence.

Procedure. The subjects were tested in five groups of eight to 26

subjects each, and the tests were conducted in two sessions, The problem-

solving test was presented during the first session and the Terman-Miles

M-P was administered during the second along with the biographical ques-

tionnaire and the collection of oral mucosal slides.

Results

The results of this experiment confirm the principal hypothesis

rather nicely. As in previous studies, the basic difference between mon

and women on the problem solving task is obtained. The means are 4.38

for men and 2.31 for women, the difference being significant at the..05

level (Table 1). However, as also can be seen from Table 1, this differ-

ence is diminished to the point that it is no longer statistically sig-

nificant when a covariance adjustment is made for scores on the measure

of sex-role identification.

8



Thble 1

Analysis of Covariance: Sex Differences in Problem Solving
with Adjustment for Terman-Miles W.F Score

Source of Sum of Mean
Variation Squares d. f. Square

Before Adjustment

Between 1 46 5.16 .05

Within 716 77 9.30

Total 764

After Adjustment.

14.26

612

626

1

76

77

14.26

e.05

1.77Between

Within

Total

The correlations betumen the sex-role score and the problem-solving

score within a sex: are shown in Thble 2. These correlations are signifi-

cant, as they were in the earlier experiments.

Table 2

Correlaticns of Sex-Role Identification
and Intelligence with Problem Solving

Men Women

.33*

.59** .54**

Terman-Miles Mr-F Test

Otis Mental Abilities

Combined

.42**

***In this and all subsequent tables in this Technical Report, correla-
tion coefficients marked with one asterisk are significant at the .05
level and coefficients marked with two asterisks are significant at the
.01 level.
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However, the independent contribution within a sex of the sex-role

neasure to problem solving is not.significant for the males when it is

combined in a multiple prediction equation with the Otis Test of Mental

Ability. The appropriate Beta weights are presented in Table 3. There

is no evidence of significant lack of linearity in these relationships.

Table 3

Beta Weights: Relative Independent Contribution
of Each of the Variables to Problem Solving Score

Terman -Mlles Ni-F Test

Otis Mental Abilities

Men Women

.31*

.54** .41**

In the earlier study (Milton, 1957) the contribution of sex role to

problem solving within a sex was found to be significant, independent of

intelligence, for both sexes. The lack of obtained independent signifi-

cance in the present experiment is probably due to the higher correlation

between the Otis and the Terman-Miles (.36 for men and .42 for women)

than was obtained between the Terman-Miles and the College Board Examin-

ation scores used in the previous study (.26 was the highest obtained.).

The factors involved in this higher relationship are difficult to ascertain

since the direction of causality might be argued to proceed either way.

Further work will be needed to determine the significance of this particular

finding with respect to the hypothesis that sex-role identification con-

tributes to achievement in problem solving.

There was a pronounced difference between the sexes on the oral

mucosa smear measure, with a mean of 4.64 for the men in contrast to a

10



mean of 23.27 for.the women. However, this measure did not relate

significantly to either problem solving or sexrole identification as

measured by the Terman-Miles IfF. Table 4 presents these results.

Table 4

Correlation or Sexr-Role Identification
and Problem Solving with Oral Mucosal Smear

Men Women

Terman-Miles 11-F Test .00 .07

Problem Solving Score .12 -.09

There is no evidence of a significant curvilinearity in this data.

None of the correlations computed between items from the biographical

questionnaire and either sex-role Identification or problem solving proved

to be significant.

Discussion

The results of this experiment provide a replication, in general,

of the previously reported relationship between masculine-role identifi-

cation and achievement in problem solving. They do not, however, shed

much light on the origins of this relationship. Although the negative

finding with the oral smear technique certainly does not support an

hereditary biological interpretation of the relationship, neither does

it disprove it. The oral mucosal cells are only one of many types of body

cells displaying a sex:difference, and these cells are certainly far

removed from the processes of cerebration. Furthermore, Herrmann has

expressed the opinion (personal communication) that the distributions



obtained for the sexes may be artifactual, i.e. with perfect techniques

all cells from women would contain the stained particle, while none from

the men would contain the particle. In any event, if the possibility that

biological factors contribute to the relation between sex role and problem

-solving is to be further explored, some other approach must be taken.

Perhaps a study of the chemical activity of the cortex or a study of

metabolic rates may prove more fruitful. However, it is the authorts

opinion that more profitable results will be obtained from a further study

of the acquired and imtivational aspects of the relation between sax role

and problem solving.

Summary

A positive correlation between sex-role identification and problem-

solving skill was obtained both within and across sexes for 37 female and

42 male high school students. bben problem-solving scores are adjusted

for this relationship, sex differences in problem solving become non-

significant. When an oral mucosal smear test was used as a measure of

genetic sexuality, such scores showed no significant relation either to

sex-role identification or to achievement in problem solving. Personal

history data also failed to show significant correlations with either of

the latter two measures.
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SEX DIFFERENCES.IN PROBLEM SOLVING,

AND ROLE APPROPRIATENESS OF PROBLDI CONTENT

Ehrlier studies have shown that there is a consistent tax difference',,

Hin problem solving, and that this may be partially accounted fOr in ter:*

of the sexr.role identification of the Oasts solving the-.prOblems (see

pp. 1-7). The present investigation has as its focup the role'appropriate--

ness of the probleml,Which subjects are required to solve. the principal

Mypothesis may be stated as follows: Nhen the characteristics otprohlemsH

-are altered so as to make them less appropriate to'the masculine,serolei

the sex:differences in plAerm-solving skill will be redUced ln addition,

the relationship of the effeCts of alteration of sexrole-appropriateness

of the content upon the correlation between problem solving and identifi-

cation within a sax is investigated.'

Preliminary Survey

In order to modify the role-appropriateness of the:,conteht of:the

problem-solving task, it was necessarytodetermind theAlatUre'efMasculine

and feminine role content. Tyler (persona). :comtuniCationYhas thoWnthat
_

the sex:differences in interest exist well before children heiin their

public school career, and Terman and Miles (1936) have traced these differ,.

ences through adulthood. Hartley and Klein (1957) have linked such differ-

ences to the role dimension and shown that subjects even in pre-adolescence

have a stable knowledge of what is and is not role-appropriate behavior.

Knowledge of these studies was in part used as the basis for altering

the content of the problems, but the final alteration was based upon

14



preliminary survey data obtained directly from the population to be

sampled. Sixty Stanford undergraduates, 30 male and 30 female, were

asked to report the kinds of problem-solving situations which they en-

countered in their everyday lives. The resulting problems were then

categorized for each sex group by two judges working 1ndependently11 and

the apparent sex differences in the content of the problems were noted.

The inter-judge reliability was .76.

In order to dem, that alteration of the problems was a

meaningful procedure, ,lems were taken from the conventional problem-

\

solving literature, including problems used by the author (4pendix 1) and

by Sweeney (1953) which had been based upon those developed by puncker

Guetzkow, and others. These 30 problems were given independently to two

judges
2 with the instructions to categorize them according to the cate-

gories developed in the preliminary survey described above. The content

of the 30 problems fell into umasculinell categories for 77 per cent of

the problems for one judge and 83 per cent of the problems for the other

judge. Chi square was significant beyond the .01 level in both cases.

The inter-judge reliability was .72 for individual categories. Thus it

seems that alteration of the conventional problems to make them less

masculine is a meaningful procedure.

.=4.

1Two advanced graduate students in psychology who had no direct knowledge
of the author's hypotheses.

2Two Ph.D.'s in psychology who were currently serving clinical internships
at the Palo Alto Veteran's Hospital, and who had no direc.Cknowledge of
the author's hypotheses.

15
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Method

Construction of Problems. In order to test the hypothesis, two
.

parallel eets of problems were required. One set must be in the form

conventional to the probleM-solving literature, the other set must be in

a form which makes it more appropriate to the feminine sax role, or less

appropriate to the masculine role. These sets were formed by choosing 20

problems of the conventional sort and then constructing a parallel set in

which the ' the same but in which the content of the probleds

had been altered to be more appropriate to the female role. Role approp-

riateness was based upon the preliminary survey described above.

An example may serve to illustrate the manner in which the altera-

tions were made. The conventional problem chosen from earlier experiments

reads:

Snuffy, the tramp, rolls his own cigarettes from butts he collects
in his travels. The tobacco from six butts produces one new cigarette.
One day he collected a total of 72 butts. He smoked a cigarette
every half hour, yet this supply lasted him seven hours. How did he
manage this?

The parallel problem in the female-role appropriate form is:

Sally, the cook, cuts cookies from batter she makes each morning.
She rolls out siX cups of batter to cut one:dozen-round Cookie's.
One day she made a total of 72 cups ok batter.- She-sold:a dozen
cookies every half hour, yet this supply lasted her mien hours.

.

How did she manage this?

The complete set of parallel problems will be found in Appendix 3.

Arrangement of Problems. EVen though the task in each member of a

problem pair was assumed to be equivalent to that for the other meober of

the pair, a partially random order of presentation of content was chosen

so as to eliminate any possible effects of systematic differences other

than those due to role appropriateness of the content. A problem booklet

16
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containing 20 problems was prepared for each subject. Ten of the problems

in each booklet Were in the masculine content form and ten were in the

feminine content form. No booklet contained the same task in both sex-

role forms. The order of tasks was the same for all booklets, but the

role appropriateness of the content was partially randomized, the only

conditions being that 10 masculine and 10 feminine problems be included

in each booklet and that each problem be given equal representation over

the whole group.. An example may help clarify this arrangement:

Order of Tasks

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

BookletA fffmffmmmfmmmfmmfffm
BookletB mfffmffmmmfmmmfmmfff

For every booklet prepared for a male subject, an identical booklet

was prepared for a female subject, but no two members of the slme sex had

identical booklets.

Subjects. The problem booklets 'and the Term:on-Miles M-F Test (1936)

were given to 25 male and 25 female undergraduates from an introductory

psychology class at Stanford University. These Ss had volunteered to

participate in order to fulfill a course requirement. All 50 subjects

were tested in one group.

Results

The results pertaining to the principal hypothesis of the experiment

were analyzed by the analysis of variance technique which McNemar has

designated as Case XVII (1955, p. 332). Two tests are important in this.

analysis. First, the test of differences between blocks will demonstrate

17
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the presence or absence of over-all sex differences on these problems.

Second, the test of block by column interaction will indicate whether or

not there is an interaction effect of role appropriateness with sex. This

second test is the crucial test of the principal hypothesis. Ay this

hypothesis we expect the difference between problem-solving scores of men

and women to be less under conditions of female-role appropriateness than

under conditions of male-role appropriateness. The mean scores for each

sex:under each condition are presented in Table 1 and the results of the

variance analysis are presented in Table 2.

Table 1

Mean Number of Problems Solved

Women Difference

Problem Content

Masculine

Feminine

4.68

4.00

3.04

3.56

1.64

.44

.01

Table 2

Analysis of Variance:

Source of Sum of
Variation Squares

Individdals 214072

Number of Problems Solved

Mean -
d. f. Square F

48 4.47

P

SeX 27.04 1 27.04 6.04 .01*

Problem Content 0.16 1 0.16 AMR.

Sex x Problem Content 9.00 1 9.00 3.97 .05*

Remainder 108.84 48 2.27

Total 350.76

*One-talled test

18



It is clear from Tables 1 and 2 that the results of this experiment

confirm the principal hypothesis. The men solve, on the average, mors

problems than do the women, but the difference between men and women is

reduced when the problems are framed in content appropriate to the

feminine role.

Table 3 presents the correlations within each sex:between scores

on the Terman-Miles 1141 Test and number of problems solved. The problems

which are appropriate to the male role show a significant correlatiaa-

with masculine role identification both among men and among women. This

result confirms earlier findings (see p. 4). For the femindos.role.

appropriate problems, however, the correlations are not significaat, and,

in fact, the sig.1 is rf -ersed for the women.

Table 3

Correlation of TermanL,Miles M.F Scores with
Number of Problems Solved

Problem Content

Masculine Feminine ".Ccmbined

Men .41* .30 42*

Women .38* -.21 .16

Discussion

The results of this experiment suggest that to the extent that

problems can be made more appropriate to the feminine role or less approp.

riAtF. to the masculine role, the sex differencesin problem-solviue achieve-

ment-are diminished. Eoreover a similar process seems to operate within

19
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a sex since both men and wnmen who score in the masculine direction on the

M-F test solve more male-role problens than the members of their sex who

score in the femintile direction, but there is no significant relationship

between h-F scoro and number of female-role problems solved.

This seems to indicate that a fairly transitory motivational aspect

is more important in problem solving than some previous explanations ,7f

the sex-difference phenomena had suggest,u (MIlton, .1.>(). It is not

tnat men have a better developed ugeneral reasoning,' capacity or

that they have learned more skill, but apparently that they are responding

in part merely to the stimulus properties, which in the case of problem-

solving research has been predominantly appropriate to the male role.

This may not be entirely a motivational response, for it might be argued

that Ss are more familiar with materials appropriate to their own role,

but since the taaks involved in the two different sets of problems were

virtually identical the major effect would seem due to the motivational

aspect.

This result also suggests an important implication concerning the

improvement and measurement of problem-solving skills in women. In order

to achieve maximum results in either case, it seems advisable to frame the

problem-solving tasks in content appropriate to the sex role. This may,

inmany ways, be mere efficient than trying to convince women that problem

solving of the conventional sort is role appropriate.

Summary
.

A preliminary survey-showed that college men and women solve different

yoes of problems habitually, and that problems conventional to psynho-

logical research are more often typically masculine. A set of 20 problems-

2 0
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were presented half with content appropriate to the male role and half

wiTh content appropriate to the female role to 50 college undergraduates.

The results confirmed the hypothesis that when the characteristics of

problems are altered so as to make them less approprlake to tho massulieol

sex:role, the sex differencea in pi.yyiJm-solving skill' 'T111 d.
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CHOTCE OF STRATEGY FOR SOTVING PROBLEMS

AND SEX ROLF

During previous research which explored saMe of the relations

between sax role and.problem solving.(see pp._116).the_aUthor.noted an'

apparent tendency for women to.use a different mode of.approach to-problems

than do men. 'Senreral different modes of approach to problemsoling.ha*e.

.

been noted in the literature (Taylor and McNemar, 1955),
.

but three strat-'

egies which are readily apparent are: (a) Seeking help; (b) Trial and

error; (c)U445 or abstraction. The present study e'xamined the choice

of strategies by men and by women in the problem solving situation.

The hypotheses of this experiment were based more upon the observa-

tion of subjects in previous experiments than upon any set of formal

theories. It was expected that (a) man and women would differ in choice

of strategy; (b) an interaction between choice of strategy and sex-role

appropriateness of the content of problems would be obtained; (c) a

relationship between choice of strategy and sex-role identification wdthin

a sex would be obtained similar to that between sexes.

Method

Subjects. Forty male and 40 female Stanforiamdergraduates partici-

pated as sanjects int:cis experiment. They volunteered as participants

in order to fulfill a course requirement in general psychology.

Measure of Choice of _Strategy. A 16-item forced-choice test was

constructed and pretested. Each item presented a single problem together

2 2



with three alternative methods for solving it, these alternatives repre

senting the three strategies mentioned earlier. The subjects were first

required to choose the one of the three alternatives which they would use

in solving the problem. Next, they were required to choose the one

alternative which seemed to be the best method for solving the problem.

The instructions given to the subjects were as follow:

Sixteen problems are presented below. Each problem is followed by
a number of methods by which it could be solved. Since all of the
methods lead to a correct solution, you do not need to solve the
problem. Your task is to decide two things: (Y) Which of the
methods is the one you would probably have used if you had been
solving the problem. (B) Which method, given all those described,
seems best. For each problem one check mark under Y for your
probable choice of method and, one under B for the best method.
Both checks may, of course, follow the same method.

The 16 problems consisted of eight appropriate to the male role and

eight appropriate to the female role. The complete series is given in

Appendix 4. Role appropriateness was determined by the pretesting process

described in the previous experiment (p. 10). An example of an item

appropriate to the female role is:

Youtre a new cook and you notice that Sally, the experienced cook,
cuts cookies from batter she makes each morning. She rolls out six
cups of batter to cut one dozen round cookies. One day she made a
total of 72 cups of batter. She sold a dozen cookies every half
hour, yet this supply lasted her seven yours. You wonder how she
did this.

Y B
1. You asked Sally to tell you the

secret.
) )

2. You tried out different methods
of cookie cutting until you dis-
covered the secret.

3. You thought it all out, using
mathematics, until suddenly
you realized the secret.
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An example of an item appropriate to the male role ie;

You know that an automobile dealer ordered 1,000 tires one day.
This was enough for four tires for each car and two tires for each
motorcycle he had on hand. Altogether he had 296 vehicles. You
want toknow how many cars and how many motorcycles he had.

1. You tried several combinations of
numbers until you came up with 92 ) )

motorcycles and 204 cars.

2. You realized you were dealing with
a simple algebra problem and worked ( ) )

it,out.

3. You asked the automobile dealer. ) C )

This test yielded six different scores for each subject with respect

to "choice of stratOgy".and six additional scores with respect to "best

strategy"; the several scores, however, were not independent. A single

score was simply the number of times a given strategy was selected by a

member of a given sex for problems appropriate to a given sex role.

The Terman-Miles M-F test (1936) was used as the measure of sax-role

identification, as in tha previous studies in this series.

Results'

The sex differences in choice of strategy and the relationship

between choice ef strategy and role appropriateness of the problems will

be examined first. These results were analyzed by the analysis of variance

method used in the previous study (pp. 12-13). A separate analysis was

computed for each strategy and for each best strategy. Because of the

non-independent nature of the forced choice test, no over-all test was

made. Tables 1 through 6 present the results of these analyses.
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Mean Humber of Timee:Subje03
Would Have Used Analytic Strategy

ProblemAontent

Masculine

Men 3.52

Women 2.55

Difference

Table 1-13

Analysis of Variance: Number of Times
Subjects Would Have Used Analytic Strategy

Source of Sum of
Variation Squares d. f.

Individuals 233.88 78

Sex 52.90 1

Problem Content 122.50 1

Sex x Problem Content 1.23 1

Remainder 102.28 78

Total 512.78

;

respectiVely the significance of the difference in means betweenthe sexes,

the difference in means between problems presented in maaduline and in

feminine.form, and of the interaction between sex and problem content.

Only the first and third of these tests of significance are of interest in

each case.

3.00

52.90 17.64 .001

122.50 93.44 .001

1 23 .93

1.31

Each of the six analyses of variance presents three F-ratios testing
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Table 2-A

Mean Number of Times Subjects
Chose Analytic Strategy as Best

Problem Content

Masculine Feminine Both

Men 3,85 4,98 8.83

Women 4.65 5.28 9.93

Difference -1.10

Table 2-B

Analysis of Variance: Number of Times
Subjects Chose Analytic Strategy as Best

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares d. f.

Mean
Square

Individuals 198.28 78 2.54

Sex 12.10 1 12.10 4.76

Problem Content 30.63 1 30.63 23.22

Sex x Problem Content 2.50 1 2.50 1.90

Remainder 102.88 78 1.32

Total 346.3e

.05

.001

An F-ratio indicating that the ne%n for the masculine problems

differed significantly from the mean for the feminine problems is of little

interest. This is true because the eight problems presented in masculine

form differed from the eight presented in feminine form not only in

appropriateness of cotent, but also in that they were simply different

problems. Hence} a signficant difference in means may be the result either

of the difference in role appropriateness or other other differences between
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Table 3-A

Mean Number of Times Subjects Would Have Used Trial-and-Error Strategy

Problem Content

Masculine Feminine Both

Men 2.35 .88 3.23

Nbmen 2.40 1.75 4.15

Difference . .92

Tdble 3-B

Analysis of Variance: Number of Times
Subjects Would Have Used Trial-and-Error Strategy

Source of
Variation

Mean
Squares d. f.

Mean
Square F

Individuals. 157.04 78 2.01

Sex 8.56 1 8.56 4.25 .05

Prdblem Content 45.16 1 45.16 31.01 .001

Sex x Problan Content 6.81 1 6.81 4.68 .05

Remainder 113.54 78 1,46

Total 331.09

the two particular sets of eight prOblens employed, this latter ing

trivial. Since the design confounds these two effects, the F problem

content will be ignored in examining the results of the several analyses.

From Tables 1 and 2 it can be seen that there were significant

differences between the sexes in their choice of the analytic strategy.

The men more often than the wanen indicated that they would have used

analysis, but the women more often said that the analytic strategy was

the best one. In neither case was there a significant interaction between
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Table 4-A

Mean Number of Times Subjects Chose Trial-and-Error as Best Strategy

Problem Content

hasculine Feminine Both

Men 1.50 1.28 2.78
3

Women 1.28 1.25 2.53

Difference .25

Table 4-B

Analysis of Variance: Number of Times
Subjects Chose Trial-and-Error as Best Strategy

Source of
Variation

Individuals

rSum of
Squares

90.48

do. fai

78

Neon
Square

1.16

Sex .63 1 .63 .54

Problem Content .63 1 .63 .73

Sex x Problem Content .40 1 .40 .47

Remainder 66.98 78 .86

Total 159010

sex and the role appropriateness of the content of the prdblems.

As in indicated in Table 3, there was also a significant difference

between men and women in the dhoice of the trill-and-error strategy for

uie, more wamen than men indicating that they would have used it In this

case, there was also a signifiaant interaction between role appropriateness

and sex in determining choice of strategy. However, when it came to

designating trial-and-error as the best strategy, no significant difference

between the saxes was obtained.
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Table 5-A

Mean Number of Times Subjects
Would Have Used Strategy of Seeking Help

Problem Content

Masculine Feminine Roth

Men 2.12 1.68 3.80

WOmen 3.05 2.12 5.17

Difference -1.37

Table 5-8

Analysis of Variance: Number of Times
Subjects Would Have Used Strategy of Seeking Help

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares d. f.

Mean
Squars

Individuals 161.09 78 .2.07

Sex 18.91 1 18.91 9.16, .01

Problem Content :18.91 1 18.91 15.12 .001

Sex x Problem Content 2.26 1 2.26 1.91

Remainder 92.34 78 1.18

Total 293.49

It is indicated in Tables 5 and 6 that although women would tend

to use the strategy.of seeking help more often than men do, there was

apparently no significant difference in the designation of this as the

best strategy.

A general overview of these results indicates that there were.sigr-

nificant sex differences in the choice for use of all three strategies,

with the men choosing the abstract strategy more often than the women,
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Table 6-A -

Mean Number of Times Subjects
Chose Strategy of Seeking Help as Best

Problem Content

Masculine Feminine Both

Men 2.65 1.75 4.40

Women 2.08 1.48 3.56

Difference

Table 6 -El

.84

Analysis of Variance: Number of Times
Subjects-Chose StrAteigt of-Seeking Help as Best

Source of Sum of Mean
Variation Squares d. f. Square F P

Individuals 153.75 78 1.97

Sex 7.23 1 7.23 3.67

Problem Content 22.50 1 22 50 21.51 .001

Sexx Problen Content .90 1 '.40 .86

Renmintha,_ 81.60 -- 78-

Total 265.98

OW.

and the women choosing the manipulative strategy and the strategy of

seeking help mpre often than men. The choice of the strategy which would

have been used did not coincide with the strategy designated as best as

far as these average statistics indicate. In only one cape wap.there a.

significant interaction between sex and role-appropriateness Of the

problem content in determining the choice of strategy.-
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Corralmt:=6 with Sez-Hele Identification. The correlations of the

various choices of strategy with the Terman-Miles M-F test were-determined.

These are presented in Table 7.

Table 7

Correlations of Terman-Miles with Choice of Strategy

Analytic Strategy

nWbuld Have Used':

Masculine Feb4i14ne

nBestn

Masculine Feminine

Men 29* .36* -.05 .20

Women -.02 ..30* !...17 .09

Codbined .32** .53** -.25* .00

Trial-and-Error

Men -.24 .08 -.04 -.13

Women -.06 -.05 .09 .12

Combined -.11 .10 -.02

§eeking Help

Men -.10 -.51** .08 -.08

Women .08 -.30* .13 -.17

Combined -.24* -.40** .23* .01

A general sumary of the correlational relationships obtained between

the choice of strategies and sex-role identification corresponds with:the

sex difference data. The results for the sexes cotbined demonstrate the
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relationship for subjects irrespective of sex membership, comparison

of these combined results with those for the sexes taken independently

indicates that in most cases masculinity and belonging to the male sax

have similar effects in determining the choice of strategy. The choice

of the analktic strategy correlated positively with, and the choice of

a strategy of seeking help negatively with, masculine-role identification.

The results for designation of best strategy were incontistent. It is

clear, however,, that choice of strategy for use was not dependent simply

upon'which strategy a subject designated by best,

Discussion

The results of this experiment fit together to form a pattern

suggesting that sax role pllys a part in determining the choice of a

strategy for solving problems. Men and the masculine-role-identification

are associated with the choice of an analytic approach, women and the

feminine-role-identification with seeking help, Moreover, women

indicate more frequently than men that they would use trial-and-error,

although no significant correlation between role-identification and use

of trial-and-error was fotnd within either sax. However, these findings

apply only to the choice of solution and not to the effeszireness of

solution, Further work is needed to determine whether these differences

in strategy preferences contribute to sex differencessmbJevement in

problem solving or to the relationship between sex-roleffise-ntification

and such. achlevement,
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Summary

Forty college men and 40 college women were asked to indicate which

of three methods theywould have used in solving each of 16 problems, half

of which were presented in masculine and half in feminine form. They

were also asked to indicate which of the three methods was the nbest."

The three alternative methods presented for each problea included one

which involved an analytic strategy, one involving trial-and-error, and

one involving seeking help.

The men indicated significantly more frequently than the wanen

that theywould have used the analytic strategy, whereas_the women more

frequently than the men would have used trial-and-error and seeking help.

Moreover, within each sex, masculinity tended to be correlated with the

use of an analytic strategy, while femininity was correlated with the use

of a strategy of seeking help. There was no consistent relation between

sex:or sex role and designation of best strategy.
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SEX DIFFMDICES IN PROBLE:1 SOLVING AS RELiTED 'TO ROLE APPROPRIATENESS OF

PROBLEM CONTENT AND TO AVAILABILITY OF AMPULATIV:614MRIALS

The first study in the present series (pp. 1-7) confirmed previous

findings that men are superior to women in solving at least certain kinds

of problems (Sweeney, 1953; Carey, 1955; Nakamura, 1955; Milton, 1957)

and that this sex difference in problem solving is reduced to insignifi-

cance when adjustment is made for differences in sex-role identification

(Milton, 1957). The second studi (pp. 8-16) showed that altering the

content of problems to make them more appropriate to the fcminine role

also reduces the sex difference in achievement. In the third study

(PP. 17-28), data were obtained indicating that nen more often than women

would tend to use an analytic strategy, while women more often than men

would tend to use a trial-and-error strategy (also, seeking help); the

.amta also indicate that within either sex the tendency to use an analytic

strategy is cnrrelatatl-glith masculine-role identification.

The remelts of tr-se studies taken together muggest that the superiar

7:ntiovement cf men may te accoun e d for b7 the greater tendency to use

arL2mnlytic strategy6 and that the correlation within either sex between

rm.vxmliaity and achirwement in problem solving may similarly be accounted

by a cormelatirrrh=bween masculinity and tendency-to use analytic

smrategy. No evidemre is avlilable from the previms studies to support

the assumption impTir-it. here that the use of analytic strategy would he

more effective in solving the particular problens employed than would

the use of trial-and-error.
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In the present study. Problems were presented in an "abstract"

fora intended to foster the use of analytic strategy and in a "manipulative

form intended to both foster and aid the use Of trial-and-error. The

"abstract" form involved simply presenting the problmn reproduced upon_a

sheet of paper together with.a pencil andspace- inwhich 'to work out the

solution. The "manipulative" form involved.presenting the Same materials

and in addition certain objects which coUld 1.:NI.,m44P414t..q4..and whose

manipaatical might aid in the solution of the problem. It was thought

that the availability of these manipulative materials might both encourage

and facilitate the use of trial-and-error.,:

The study provided a comparison of the:number of:Problems solved

when presented in the abstract form with the number solved when presented

in the manipulatine form. But of mere interest wasthe expectation that

since women tend owe than men to use a trialand-error as:opposed to ari

analytic strategy, they wordd tend to do relativeltbetter oniproblems

presented in manipalative as contrasted to abstract:.fonn. lholhypithesis

of-primary intekt, was: Uhen the use of a tritl-and-errorstrzdasgvis

fostered and :ided by making available manipulative mscaerials.°Hiv-sex

differenceTir mroblm solving will be reduced.

in this:experiment, as in the second one tn the present series,

each7problem was .,aso presented with content appropriate both to aimascu-

lineand to a feminine role. Hence, the design_also providedsuother test

of the principal hypothesis of that previous stiStyl Men themestanaint of

prdassels d so as to make them Iess,:zppropriato to themesculima

rt;aa, mhe sex ditferences=in problem solving.
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Method

Subjects. Sixty boys and sixty girls from the North Haven High

School participated as subjects in this experiment. The group included

nearly all of the indiv.aa* aals in the senior class and also a few from

the junior class, the latter being added to obtain the total rsunber

required. Scores on tte California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity

(Sullivan, Clark and -12gs, 1950) were available from school records for

all students as a measnre of intelligence. There was no significant sex

difference in I. Q., the boys having a mean of 103.8 arid the ,girls aimean

of 103.6.

Materials. Twentr problems were -employed, arl of which were identi-

cal to, or modifications of, problems used in precious strikes in this

series. Appendix 5 lists the problems estoloyecUmnd describes whatever

modifications were nada. Each of iihei dety pre:Ee105ms was used both with

masculine andi with feainiz-z coate=" and both in:an abszract and in a

manipulative form.

The fallowing:is an nple .=f same protrIsm Imasculine and

in feminine form:

An automobile 'dettler-ordered 38 tires one day. Ibis was enough to
provide four tires for each c:ar and:two tires.for-each motorcycle
he had on hand. Altogether he had 12 vehiclzs- :flow many cars
and how marry motorcades did hie have?

A bridefs matter 'ordered candles for her neughterls wedding. This
was enough to posedde four carrites lor each losevertem candlestick and
two candles horesach two-extearomandlestick.:sh.on hand. Altogether
she ,had 12 canaiesticks. Howemany two-stem candiesticks and how many
four-stem canNhasticks did. shea±urvt?

When the latter was-igatItiented in manipulative forra two toy candelabra, one

holding two candles:and the otner Molar, were provided-±ogether with 40

birthday candles. Whon the former =5 presented, -.tammesliipulative form, one



toy car and one toy motorcycle was provided together with 40 toy tires

(or more*accuratelY, 40 small rubber washers chosen to resemble toy tires),

Each boy and each girl received all twenty problems, five in each one of

the four-possible forms: abstract-masculine (Am), abstract-feminine (Af),

manipulative-masculine (Mm), and manipulative-feminine (Mf),

The Terman-iles M-F test (1936) was used as the measure of sex-role

identification, and a short biographical data sheet was also used.

Procedure. Subjects were tested in six groups, each group consisting

of 10 men and 10 women, All tests were given during one session of approx..

imate1y 2i hours for each group. The 20 problems were given first with

a five-minute break between the first set of 10 and the second set. This

was followed by the biographical data sheet and the Terman-Miles. There

vas a timekeeper-proctor for each five subjects.

Subjects were placed, alternately by sex, at two long tables seating

10 subjects each. A screen on the table top separated.each subject from

the subjects on either side. The problems were passed from subject to

subject by the proctors. The following instructions were presented orally

and in written form before each testing session:

Directions: This is a test of your ability to solve certain kinds
of problems. This experiment is part of a program of research on,
problem solving.

The problems included here have been carefully selected on the basis
of preliminary experimentation to provide a test of certain hypotheses
concerning processes important in problem solving. The success of
the experiment depends upon each of you doing as well as possible
on each of the problems. Your best effersts will be very much
appreciated.

You will be given a total of 20 problems to solve. Four minutes
will be allowed for each problon. There will be a break at the end
of the first 10 problems. At any given time each of you will be
working on a different problem and you will not all be given the
same problems to solve.
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In front of you there is a box. Please do not ata the box:until
the signal to start is given. Each box contains one problem. When
you are told to start, open the box and take out everything that is
in it.

Some boxes contain only a sheet of paper with one problem-written
on it. Other boxes contain materials which will help ym to solve
the problem. Be sure to use the materials if they are present, but
it may not be necessary to use all of them.

When you open a box, first find the sheet with the problem on it
and write your code number on that sheet. Write only on this sheet,
never on any of the materials.

After you are finished working on a problem and feel sure that you
have written the correct answer on your problem sheet, raise your
hand and your proctor will write the time pn your sheet. Then put
the sheet in your envelope.

There is one proctor for each five of you endeach proctor has a
stop watch.

Next, put any materials back in the box and push the box up to the
left hand corner of your section of the table. (Leave the lid off0

Please sit quietly until the instruction to begin the next problem
is given.

When you are told to begin the next problem, pull the box from the
upper right hand corner of your section, and begin.

You will probably not be able to finish many of the problaIf
you do not finish, paease stop when the step signal is given and
go on to the next problem.

-One-final-wordsome-of-these--have-materials-which-arecirk-7
with, or even funny, but the purpose is very perious. Please do
not make any comment or noise during the exPeriment. Please do not
even adk questions once the experiment is begun. All the informa- -

tion you will need is given in the stateMent of the:prohleh. If
you are puzzled, re-read the probleh carefully.

Also, since other students will be participating in this experihent
after yeu, please do not tell.anYbody any of theiproblems,Which yOu
are given to solve, because 4heymay'be serving ea SubjeCtS:later,
this week or next week. If you tell saheone about aproblemthe.y:
will not be able to take part.

Four sets of problems were employed. Zech set included all 20

problems, five in each of the four possible forms. The composition of
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L;ach of the four sets is shoun in Table 1, Uithin a group of 10 subjects

receiving one of the four sets, each subject started on a different

problem, but then received the remaining problems in the same order,

Problem 1 following Problem 20. Thus, for example, Subject A started

with Problem 1, then went to 2, 3, 4 ... 20, and Subject B started with

Problum 3, then went to 4, 5, ... 20, 1, 2. Furthermore, the mothod'of'

administration was such that any given set and order was given equa14

frequently to boys and to girls. All the problems mere timed as described

in the instructions.

Table 1

Four Sets of Probleme

Problem Set 1 Set 2 .
Set 3 Set 4

1 NT Ain Mm Af
2 Af Min Am NT
3 Km Af Mf Am
4 Am Mf Af Km
5 Mf Iiln klm Af

6 Af Mai Am Ilf

7 MM Af Mf Am
8 Am Mf Af Mm
9 Mf Am Km -AT

10 Af Man Am Mf

11 Nm Af Mf ka
32 AITI Mf Af Mtn

13 Mf Am Mm Af
14 Af lirm Am le
15 1 Im Af 11f Am

16 AM Mf Af leart

17 Mf Am Pim Af
18 Af Mm Am NT
19 Mm Af Mf -Age

20 Am NT Af Mm

*Upper-case letters refer to strategy, lower-case to role appropriateness.
Mm = manipulative-masculine. Mt = manipulative-feminine. Am = abstract-
masculine. Af = abstract-feminine,
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Results

Because tba esign employed involved three main effects, the results

can not be summarized in a single twodimensional table. Tables 2

and 3, therefore, summarize the data with respect to mean number of problems

solved by men ent_by women as dependent upon the two experimental conditons.

Table 2

Meam Number of Problems Solved as Related to Sex
amd to Availability of Manipulative Materials

All
Problems

Problen Fonm

Abstract Manipulative Difference

Combined 5.35 2.63 2.72 .09

Men 5.88 2.79 3.09 .30

Wtmen 4.82 2.47 2.35 .12

Difference 1.06 .32 .84

Table 3

Nean Number of Problems Solved as Related to Sex
and to Role Appropriateness of Problem Content

All
Problems

Problem Content

Masculine Feminine Difference

Combined 5.35 2.92 2.43 .49

Men 5.88 3.19 2.69 .50
Women 4.82 2.65. 2.17 .48

Difference 2.06 .54 .52
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The results of the analysis of variance: are presented' in Table 4.

Tab1et 4

Analysis of Variance: MUMber -Or.Problems Solved

Mean',

SqUare

2.56_

Source of Sum of'

Varlet:on Square s

Individuals 301.98

Sex, 8.27

..Prob.. Form: Abstr. vs. Manip. .25 1

.Frob. Content: Masc. vs. Fem 7.25 :

Sex- x Problem Form 1.30

f.

Sax X 'Problem Content .002

Prob. Form x Prob. Oonteni;

1

;17

Sex x 'Form x Content 1.47..

Remainder1 205.31

Remainder2 291.01

Remainder3 -283.76

Total .603.00

118

.118

118,

479

itOne-tailed test only for the sex difference

.7.25_

1:30

-.6102 ,

.17

1.47 .61

2.42

2.47

2.41

Only the sex diff erence was SignifiCent,',theH bOYS:ea:Usuel 'solving

more probleus than the girls, The mean. nUialber.Of_probleMs SolVed , 1.14

abstract form did not diff er from the mean nuMber .solved in manipuletiVe .

form, nor did the mean nuMber with masculine content solved differ frOme

the mean nunber with feminine content solVed

,-More important, neithor the interaction between,: ggpc 41.14 prOl,r4:;PPA,

nor the interaction between sax and problem content was significant.,
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The data thus fail to confirm the primary hypothesis of this study,

namely that encouraging and facilitating the use of trial-and-error

strategy by making available manipulative materials will reduce the

sex difference in problem solving. Similarly, anct:SUrprieingly,'the'
present data fail to confirm the hypothesisthat had prerriouily found,

support in the second study of this series, namely that altering the

content of problans to make them less appropriate to the masculine role

will reduce ihe sax difference in problem solving.

Time Scores. A record was available of:the time required by each

subject to solve each problem, assuming that he solved it within the

four-minute time limit. - An ana4sis of these time scores.provided no
'

additional information of interest, at least partly because of the fact
4

thut on the average less than a third of the problema 'were solved (Tables

2 and 3). Hence, the results will not be presented here.

Correlations of Sex-Role Identification with Problems Solved. Another
'

analysis of interest in the relation:of sex-rrole identifiCatiOn to-problem -'

solution within each of the sexes. It will be re6alled.that in earlier,,

studies a signficant positive correlation was obiained both among men and:

among women between masculinity and problem solving when the, problemswere
,

,predominantly masculine in content (see p. 4, also P. 1.4)." When the '

,problems Were stated in feminine terms, the correlations did not differ
,_

significantly from zero. The data froth the-Prezent.-itiidy;Tshown ,in Table-

1 1

5, essentially confirm the earlier findings. An additiOnal findineof

interest is that the correlation between masculinity and problem solving

also fails to reach significance when the problems are presented in the

manipulative form, the form thought to foster and aid the trial-and-error

strategy for which women were previously found to have greater preference.
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All
Froblanp Masculine

Men .29* .30*

Women ..25* .25*

Table 5

Correlations of TeralanMilesLM-F Scores
with Muitabor of 'Probleas;,Selved

Problem Content .-Problem Fora

Abstract Mani tive

.26*

.16

iffects of Order up.On Problemialtink. ::The''designorthe-experihent

was such that each prOblem was presented an equal- nuMber* Of:, tines ill each:-

,

of tbe twenty possible positions, 'this being true both for- men, and for,
,

women. This aspect of the design makes it poisible to explOre, 'the 'effeCi

of the position in which a problem is presented 'upon the:.probability of

its solution. Figure 1 presents this information in graphic, form bOth

for men and for women. The curves have:been saoothed.

.3

Proportion

of
.2 1.,

Problems S.

S.
SolVed

.1 -

a

Men

Women

..

0 ..... . ... . . .

1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1; 19 20.

Order of Presentation

Fig. 1. Proportion of Problems Solved as a Function of Order of Presentation
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There is no apparent overall effect of order common to both sexes-

such, for example, as that which mdght result from fatigue. What is of

interest is the difference between men and woman with respect to the

effect of order. The unanticipated finding is that the superior per-

formance of men occurred largely during the first half of the problems.

Discuasion

In this as in several previous studies (see p. 29)0.the mean number

of problems solved by men was significantly larger.than the mean number

solved by women, even though the mean I. Q.'s for the two groups were

almost identical. The present study was undertaken primarily to explore

the possibility that this sex difference results in part from a difference

between the sexes in the strategies which they tend to use in solving

problems. The study preceding this one had provided evidence that men

tend more than women to use an analytic strategy and that women tend more

than men to use a trial-and-error strategy. It seemed prdbable that

providing nanipulative materials would encourage the useiaf a trial7and-'

error strategy and also increase its effectiveness. This expectatioo

led to the formulation of the hypothesis that making available such

materials would reduce the sex difference in problem solving.

however, fail to provide aoy Support for this hYpOthebia. Pne Point'

shoUld-be-keptlin-mind-in_interpreting_this_result. It appearmAirobableL

that making available manipulative materials would both foster and aid

the use of trial-and-error, but no evidence is available that this in feet -

occurred. However, the data in any case provide no positive evidence that

the sex difference in prdblemeolving results even in4art from a diffetence,

4 4
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between the sexes in strategies employed.

Data was obtained in the second study in this series (pp, 8-16)

suggesting that motivational factors'are important in accounting for the

sex difference and problem solving and for the relation within each sex

between sex-role identification and such achievement. In that study as

in this one, a significant positive correlation was obtained between

masculinity and problem solving both among men and among wemen when the

problems were presented with masculine content. But in both studies

presenting the problems with feminine content reduced these correlations

to insignificance. Furthermore, presenting the problems with feminine

content reduced the sex difference in problem solving to insignificance.

Since the same tasks were involved with masculine as with feminine

content, these findings favor a motivational interpretation rather than.

one ihvolving differences in strategy.

It must be noted quickly, however, that the present study failed

to confirm this finding of the second study, In this study, presenting

the problems with feminine content resulted in no reduction in the sex

difference in achievement. There is no completely satisfactory explanation

for this failure to confirm the earlier study, but there are at least

three major differences between this study, and the previous one. These

differences deserve examination: (a) The subjects in this study were

-high school students; those in the other study were college students.

(b) Manipulative materials were present in the present study but not in

the other one. (c) Proctors were present and observing the subjects

closely in the present study but not in the other one.

The difference between high school and college subjects does not
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appear to be a satisfactory explanation for the lack of Confirmation,

because other aapects of the sex role and problem solVing relationship

:have been obtained with both groups (see pp. 1-7). Also, if the presence.

otmanipulative materials per se were resPonsible for the preaent laCk:

of confirmation, this should have been indicated by a significant three-

way interaction. However, if the presence of manipulative materials had

a more general effect, i.e., one which generalized to all problems, .this

would not necessarily have produced a significant three-way interaction.

Since the presence and absence of manipulative materials was directly

alternated in the design, this possibility of generalized effect cannot

be eliminated. The presence of observant proctors is alsoillitth considering

since this could have lied the effect of foradng continued efriart even upon

less iintermating (e.g., non-role-appropriate) problems..

Taber of the last two explanations would have thettreffect through

the molimation of the subjects, but there are no data iMoofte present study

through which the motivation can be gauged. A weak sort of evidence for

the higher motivation of the present group of subjects comes from a

comparison of the total problem-solving scores of the present group with

those of another high school group (P. 4) to whom somewhat similar problems

were ,given without close proctoring& The presentlgroUp aelVed

cantly more problems (t = 2.13 for the men and 3.40 for the women). This

is consistent with the explanation that the subjects Wercvmora.highly

motivated in the presmt study, but is by no Meana condlusivesince the

problems were not identical for the two groups and since.wvveannot equate:

the two groups for intelligence.. (Different intelligenee test6.14Bre

used.)

4 6



Another piece of minimal evidence occurs in the present studr7which,

by ad hoc reasoning, is consistent with the motivational interpretation

of the effects of sex role. This is the finding that women increased in

number of problems solved over the problem series while men remained

relatively constant. This interpretation of the finding assumes that the

initial motivational effect upon women confronted with the series of

problems is negative, but that this negative motivation diminished with

time, due to increased task involvement and an awareness that sane of the

problems were appropriate to the feminine role. Certainly the motaNational

interpretatima is nansistent with Careyts finding that women increase

their problem soaring performance after &grou p disaassion (Cargx, 1958

Summary

The hypothesis of primary interest was: When the use of mtrial-

and-error strategy is both fostered and aided by making available manipu.

lative materials, the sex difference in problem solving will be reduced.

The design also provided another test of the principal hypothesis in the

second stuiy in this series: When the content of problems is altered so

as to make them less appropriate to the masculine role, the sex difference

in problem solving will be reduced.

Sixty boys and sixty girls from the North Haven High School were

given 20 individmally-timed problems to solve. Half of the problems were

presented in abstract form and half with manipulative materials available,

Half of the problems contained content appropriate to the masculine role

and half content approprinte to the feminine role. The Terman4files M-F

test was used as a measure of sex-role identification.

4 7



As usual, the mean number of problems solved by the men was signi-

ficantly more than the mean number solved by women. The mean number solved

in abstract form did not differ significantly from the mean number solved

in manipulative form, nor did the mean number solved with masculine content

differ from the mean number solved with feminine content. More important,

neither the interaction between sex:and problem form nor the interaction-

between sex and problem, content were significant. The data, thus not

mly failed to confirm-the hypothesis of primary interest in this itudy,

bat also failed to confirm the hypothesis for which support had been found

inthe results of tine second study in this series.

Scores on the Merraan-Miles were again found to be significantly

correlated among maa and among women with achievement in problem solving

tar masculine but not for feminine problems. Su.:1h. scores also correlated

with achievement within both sexes for abstract problems, but for women

failed to show such significant correlation for manipulative problems.
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SEX DIFFERENCES IN PROBBIEM SOLVING AND ROLE APPROPRIATENESS
OF ISOBLal CONT2IT: A REPLICATION

Both the secomf and -the.tourth study in this series included a tesb

of the hypothesis: Men the characteristics of problems-are alteresi'so as

to bake them less-appropriate to the.:masculine role;the Sex difference's

in problem solving will be reduced: Data obtained in the;seconit-,,s

supported the ,hypotheais, whereas data obtained in the tOUrth,Studifailed

to confirm., The.tw=studies differed in that the.forMer emploYed, as

subjects Sttinford untergraduate men and women, 'whereas the(latter,-:employe

North Haven High adheol boys-and girls. They' differed;alsa` in'that, the'.
,

latter included the,use of manipulative , material's, with halt:of the Problenia':.F.,

and involved the use -of proctors to tinie stuiente

The present study-was ihtended ease:obi to replicate the

second study to see whether the same finding would again be obtained.

Method

Twerrby problems were employed, each appearing both withmasculine-

role-appropriate and with feminine-role-appropriate content Mese, were

the same problems which had been employed in abstract form

study (see Appendix 5), problems which involved some minor modifications

of the series of 20 problems originally employed in the second study (see

Appendix 3). In the present study,*nb maniptiative materials were avail-

able, nor were the problems individually timed. Au problems for an

individual subject were bound in a single booklet, and a working time

of 80 minutes permitted for the entire set, Each subject received 10

problems with masculine content and 10 with feminine content, the design

4 9



being such that an ewl number of men andwamen received each Problem

with masculine and with Seninine content. ',Twentyraw undergraduate

men-:and 24 undergraduate women from the University of Colorado served

as subjects.

Results

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the_results4 Men: and Women differed

Problem Content

Masculine 5.71 3.29.. 2.52..

Feminine 4.99 3.83 146

Table 1

Mean Number nk Problems--nSolved

Men Women

Table 2

Analysis of Variance: NuMber.7ofTProb1ems Solved

Source of
Variation

Individuals

Sex

Problem Content

Sex x Problen Content

Reminder

Total

signiCantly in the mean nuMber of problems-solved.: :More leportant, the
'

interaction between sex and problem content was significant, thus support-!..
,
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ing again the hypothesis first confirmed in the study, here being

replicated. There is one difference in the results of the two studies.

In this study, imlike the second one, the sex difference in number of

problems solved'still 'significantly favozi the -men:even° for probleme",, :

presented with feminine content (Table 1

_
Additional support is proVided to the_ interpretation or the, effect

of sex role upion problem solving_ as being in part?a_ transitory otii,41
_

al effect bY this,rePlication 'confiriting -the result's ofk-the,Seeond,et

In both of these"two stulies, the problems witn:'content appropriate, *6
1 " r

the sex role were sOlVed by greater Theility by membere,:ef-that',sex'th

were problems appropriate to the oPPcsiteSex_role. ,71.46 motiVationsi

effect may be either one of enchancement of effort on, Problems'appropriate

to the role, or aversion to problems not appropriate'to the sex role.'

Perhaps both factors are involved. Carey (1950 has demonstrated that

men have more favorable attitudes toward..abstraet Problem.solVing than '

do women. The author has unpublished data which confirms this and which

shows that women have higher anxiety than do men iri-the problem solving

situation. Thus, both positive and negative motivation seems to be

operating.

The f ailure in the fourth stuly to find a reduction in sex differencei
_

in problem solving when problems with feminine content were presented may

be explainable in terms of differences in subject population, presence a
manipulative materials, or use of individual timing of problems by

proctors. The present, emphasis upon motivational factors .would tend to,

favor the last of these three. The use of praetors individually tilting
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problems may have served to maximize the motivation of both saxes and

hence to reduce the likelihood of an interaction depending upon motivational

factors.

This emphasis upon motivational factors in the'influence of sex role

upon problan solving is by no means intended to convey the conclusion

that such factors are the only onesoperatinkproduceA, differences between'

men and women in problem solving or to produce within either sex a relation

between sem-role identification and achievement in problem solving. 'Ann

explanation, for example, is still needed for the fadt that in the present

study men solved more prablems than woman even when those problems were

presented with feminine content.

Sunmary

Twentyfour undergraduate men and 24 undergraduate women were given

a set of 20 problems, half with content appropriate to the masculine role

and half with content appropriate to the feminine.. role. The results

coalman earlier finding that when the characteriatics Of probleMe are

altered so as to make them less appropriate to the Masculine role sex

differences in problem solving are reduced.
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1 APPENDIX 1

PROBLEM BATTERY FOR THE FIRST,EXpERIKENT

,

'Directions: This is, a. test of your ability to sol4e,Oertain
'kinds prFrob3,ems: this experiment is, part-of a .Program,7.of,',

researoh-'on Problem solving.,

:Ther problems ,inClUded. here -have, beery oarefully
baais Of. PrelI4narYP*OArirliOltatiO4 to 'Pro.11160-a4016§4:certain hypotheses Otin6'ernitig problem
,SO14ing:: Thef,:euccess of .the-
you 4dfoing as well As poeilble

'ibesi''efforts'_Will'15.0vsry,tuCh,appiteoliteed*
,

Each Of ,the twenty,probleiMs 'has, "ti'faUr=iiiinUte-:'',,,tiMe-

'9',eix finish a problem before the end Of-the,:.t*e';',:14.4t;'"-,43e:piel,75,,i,':',,

!),*tra t.fme to :reet*Oli,:yoUr anewer.'
'Paxt'

'-,to :an earlier prOblein-Which You;were:Unable", tOOOMpret'e; : When
'the, signal .. is given please turn 'the page- iniriediately':aria, begin
work on the next Problem..

Do:whate:ver figuring is necessary in the space proiiided, but be
Eltre' your answer is clearly indicitted.' Draw a circle around it
if necessary. One final word--please do,-.NOT 'discuss any of 4-

-these . problems with- other students. Theyi'may-wish to,. take part
iin this same experiment. ,. ,

rimn Can "dO a job in:21'Tdays, how many days will it
take. 3 men _to do the same job? -

2.:,:thedia.gram below repr e sent s a threeinch; clibe' painted'
.1frhite on all Six sides.' the',:dotted::linea represent cuts made
through' the large cube to dilride it intO:One-incii-oubeS.

of the one-Inch Cubes have One white side'L

How many have two white sides?
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3, Snuffy, the tramp, rolls his own cigarettes from butts
"he Collects in his travels. The tobacco from six butts pro---ducee Ohe new cigarette. One day,he ColleCtedatotaL.of
Ig: butts. He-smoked a cigarette every half hour, yet .this .

csupplylasted him seven hours. How did he, manage this?.

I. .The triangle below is_made up of 10 pennies.. ShoW how
:,5ou CoUld move only 3 of the pennies to turn the triangle
upside liown--make it Tmint down instead of up.

The average of a set of numbers is defined as their sum
,.-divided by h. If John had an average score oX 83 91i three'
':.testm, and if his first two tests had the average sopre:§8,
iiihCat.score did he receive on the third test?

6. Finish filling in the square with the numbers 1 thr9ugh 9;so that the sum of all verticals horizontal, and diagonal. rowswill be 15.
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7, A srail starts at the bottoM of a well 12 feet deep and'

*crawls up 4 feet eadh day. Each night, however, the poor
thing slips back 3 feet. How long will it take the snail to
:reach the top of the well?

8, Connact all these dots using only three straight lines,
without lifting your pencil from the paper and without re-
tracing any line. The lines may cross eadh other. .

.9. A, B, antt C together have $96. B has twice as much-as C,
and A has as much as B and C -together. How much has B?,

10. It is possible to make a unicurbaI.tracing of the figure
below--that is, to go completely around every portion of the
figure without ever lifting your pencil from the paper or re-
traoing a line.

The problem is to make such a tracing. The large copy
al the figure is to be traced, when you have found out how to
do it by practicing on the small copies. For every try, draw
a small circle around the place where you begin the tracing.
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1/, Suppose a simple organism, like an amoeba, divides into
two once every three minutes. Every new.organism divides
into two every three minutes. A single amoeba is placed in
a jar and in one hour thejar is filled with amoebae. How
long will it take to fill the jar if we start with two amoebae
instead of one?

12. Use straight lines to divide this square into four parts
of the same size and shape, without drawing any of the lines
through any of the dots.

I

13. An automobile dealer one day ordered 1,000 tires. This
was enough to provide four tires for each car and two tire's
for eadh motorcycle he had on hand. Altogether he had 296
vehicles. How many cars and how many motorcycles did he haVe?

14. The figure at the left represents a piece of cardboard
which can be folded to make a box.' The figures to the right
represent various boxes. Consider both the shape of the boxes
and the sides which have been painted black. Draw's. Circle
around each of the boxes on the right which could have been
made from the cardboard on the left.



-15. No human being has more than five million hairs on'his
head. This fact plus some information that the BureaU of

-:Census can provide would permit you to prove that there are
'at least two'personS in New YOrk City who have the same
riumber of hairs on their heads. What information.would you
00 and how could it be used to prove the propositiOn?

16. A man has five pieces of chain. Each piece is made up
of three links. He wants to join the five pieces into a
stngle length of chain. What is the smallest. number of.links

'-that he must open and Close in order to do this?
tiPlain'ho* it-irbula be done.

2

17. A stranger bought a-biqycle for $15 and gave-in payment
a check for $25. The dealer went to a neighboring store and
cashed the check. The stranger received 140 change, Mounted'
his bicycle, and disappeared. The dheck bounced and the
dealer had to'make good. The bicycle cost the dealer $11.
Jlow mudh money did he lose altogether?

18. Four married couples want to get to the top of a
building. There is no way to do this except by means of an
elevator which any of the eight people can operates'but'which
will not hold more than three people at a time. The hUsbands
(call them A, B, C, and D) are jealous men, and none of-them

(will permit his wife tO be in the presence of another man at
any time, even momentarily, unless he is also there.

How do the four couples get-to the top 'of the building?
Call the wives, a, b, c, and d (a is married to A, and so on).
List the trips it is necessary for the eight people to make
up and down on the elevator.

For example, on the first trip wives, a, b, and c go up,
and wife a comes down; ext a and d go ap, and a comes down.
You go on from there.

(uP) 1. a, b, c 6.

(down) 2. a

3.

a

5.

7.

8,.

9.

10.
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-19. How can you bring up from the river exactly six quarts
;.of water when you have only a four quart and a nine quart
'Tail to measure with? .

20. The four squares below are made up of 12 Matches. Make
Ai drawing to show how by moving only three of the matches
you can make only three squares, all of which will be the

_same size as the original square.
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APPENDIX 2

QUESTIONNAIRE

Age Sex

Aboutmu:

What do you want to do when you are through school?

Who do you want to be like when you get older?

What kind of a job would you like to have?

Who is the nicest person you know?

Who is the kindest person you know?

Who is the sternest person you know?

When you grow older do you want to be more like your mother or your

father? Why/

Do you ever get angry at your parents?

get mad at most often? Why?

Ems: Do you ever wish you had been born a girl?

Have you ever had the feeling that your parents wish you were a

girl?

Girls: Do you ever uish you had been born a boy?

Have you ever had the feeling that your parents wish you were a

boy?

Which one do you

About nut fasgyi

How many brothers do you have? How old are they?

Howmany sisters do you have? How old are they?

How old is your father? How old is your mother?

5 9
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'What is your father's occupation?

What is ytmr mother's occupation?

Have you ever lived away from your father or mother? Why?

How old were you?
Do you have a step-mother or step-father?

Who is really the boss in your family?

Do your parents ever disagree about how-you should behave? Who
is more strict?

How often were you spanked when you were a child?

How were you punished usually?

often?
Who punidhed you most
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APPMIDIX 3

PARALLEL SETS OF HASCULINE AND FEMIITINE ROLE

aPPROPRIATig PnBLEMS

-The first problem or A.Pair
Is_in_the-feminine-role-formi-and--the-dadand illioblem is in the masculine form.

ssaay, the cook, cuts cookies,from batter she makes 'each:illorning. She rolls aut six cups of batter to cut ,ona dozenround cookies. One day she made a total,of 72,cups ofbatter. Sha sold a dozen cookies every half hourl_yetthia4uppiy lasted her seven hours. How did sha manage this?

gl. Snuffy, Una tramp, rolls his own cigarettes from bUtts,11,e"collects-in his travels. The tobacco from sii butta produces-One new cigarette. One day .ha collected 4 tOtal of 72 butts.He smoked a cigarette every half hour, yet thissupply lastedhim seven hours. How did he manage this?

F2. The triangle below is made up of 10 buttons. Show howyou could move only 3 of the buttons to turn the triangleupside downmake it point doln instead of up.

IP

!
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n2. The triangle below is made WO of 10 pennies. Show how
you could move only 3 of the pennies to turn the triangle
upside down--make it point down instead of up.

./*

F3. An airplane has three stewardesses: the senior steviard-
ess, the junior stewardess, and the nurse. Ther names are
Miss Smith, Miss Jones, and Miss Robinson, but not neces-.

:sarily in that respective order. There are also-three
passengers having the same last names as the stewardesses;
i.e., Smith, Jones, and Robinson, but since the passengers
are married, they are identified as Mrs. in the following
Statements.

1. Mrs. Robinson is from Detroit.
2. The nurse lives half-way between Chicago and Detroit.
3. Mrs. Jones bleaches her hair.
4 Miss Smith beat the junior stewardess, her roommate,

at cribbage.
5. The nurse's neighbor, one of the passengers, has

darker hair.than the nurse.
6. The passenger whose name is the same as the. nurse'

lives in Chicago.

From the given information, figure out the name of the senior
spawardess.

Why?

6 2
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v3. An airplane is crewed by three men: the pilot, the co-pilot, and the navigator. Their names are Smith, Jones, andRobinson, but not necessarily in that respective order. Thereare_also three passengers on the plane having the pame names
as the crew members, i.e., Smith, Jones, and Robinson. .In _

the following statements the passengers are identified as Mr.

1. Mt. Robinson is from Detroit.
2. The navigator lives half-way between Chicago andDetroit.
-3.--11r.-Jones-earns-$6200-per -year---.
L. Smith beat the co-pilot, 4 neighbor, at billiards.
5..-The naVigatorts nearest neighbor, one of-the

passengers, earns-three times as much as theriavi-
gator who Makes 0300 per year.

6. The passenger whose name is the.same as the navi
gator lives. in Chicago.

Fran the given information, figure out the name of the pilot.

Why?

F4. Two roanmates want to re-arrange their furniture fto thateadh would hays exactly one half of the room. The present
furniture arrangement is given below. What is the minimum
number of pieces of furniture they will have to move?
Show how the room would be divided.

I BED

BED

114. The problem presented below is how to arrange the po-
sition of the three small rectangles, A, B, and C in the-
large rectangle, so that the large rectangle can be divided
exactly in half. Each half of the large rectangle must
contain one A,. one Bp and one.0 rectangle. What is the mini-
mum number of small rectangles which must be moved?
Show how the large rectangle would be divided.

(Diagram on following page.)
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Twomen can Make a quilt in 21 days, how many day6
will it take three women to make the same quilt?

145. If 7 men can do a job in 21 days, how many days will it
take three men to do the same job?

F6. As a problem in interior decorating, Barbara had to
cannect all these dots using only three straidht lines, with-out lifting her pencil from the paper and without retracing
any line. The lines may cross each other. Show how it canbe done.

)16. As a problem in engineering, Frank had tO connect Ji111.
..these dots using only three straight lines, without lifting
his, pencil from the paper and without retracing any .line.
,The lines may cross each other. Show how it can be done.

(Same figure as above.)

Jane is trying to lose 12 pounds so that she may try on..Ex pew dress. By careful dieting she loses 4 pounds each
tlreek. Each weekend, however, the poor girl gains back 3
1,0Unds. How long will it take before she can try on the dress?

A .snail starts at the bottom of a well 12 feet deeP 'and
.Orawls up 4 raot ead4 day. Each night, however, the poor
1.ing slips back 3 feet. How long will it take the snail to
each the .top of the well?
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5,6, Use straight lines to show how you could cut this birth-
(jEly cake into four pieces of the same size and ampes without
drawing any of the lines through any of the candles (dots on
the drawing).

T:348. Use Straight lines to divide this square into four parts
c)f the same size and shape, without drawing any of the line's
through any of the dots.

(Same figure as above.)

F9.. Suppose that you are interested in how fast a rumor
spreads thmugh a girls' dormitory. One girl can tell another
girl the news once in three minutes. Every new girl can tell
another girl the news once in three minutes. If one girl
_gets a piece of information.it takes one-hour -for the 'newa 'to
get all around the dorm. How long will it take for a rumor
-10 coVer the whole dorm if two girls hear it at the same time?

349. Suppose a simple organisms like an amoeba, divides into
,two once every three minutes. Every new organism divides into
"two every three minUtes. A single Amoeba is placed in a jar
and in one hour the jar is filled with amoebae. How long
17111 it take to fill the jar if we start with two Amoebae
Jnitead of one?

T10. A girl has five pieces of a necklace. Each piece is
"-made up of three links. She 'wants to join the five pieces
1.nto a single length of necklace. What is the smallest
number of links that she must open and close ln order to
db.this? Explain how it. would be done.

(Figure on the next page.)
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M10. A. man has five pieces of chain. Each piece is made upof three links. He wants to join the five pieces into asingle length of chain. What is the mmallest number of lihksthat he must open and close in order to do this?.Explain how it would be done.

(Same figure as above.)

F11. Joan, Dorothy, and Barbara together have 36 dresses.Dorothy has twice as many as Barbara, and Joan has as manyas Dorothy and Barbara together. Row many dresses has Joan?

M11. John, David, and Robert together have 06. David hastwice as much as Robert, and John has as much as David andRobert together. How much money has John?

F12. The figure at the left represents a piece of cloth whichcan be used to cover a square cushion. The figured to theriglat represent various cushions. Draw a circle around eachof the cushions on the right which could have been covered by-the cloth on the left.
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MI2. The figure at the left represents a piece of cardboardwhich can be folded to make a box. The figures to the rightrepresent various boxes. Draw a circle around each of theboxes on the right which could have been made from the card-board on the left.

(Same figure as for F12.)

F13. An unknown waman bought a bracelet for $15 and gave inpayment a check for $25. .The dealer went to a neighborin'gstore and cashed the dheck. The woman received $10 change,took her bracelet, and disappeared. The check bounced andthe dealer had to make it good. The bracelet cost the dealer$11. How much money did he lose altogether?

M13. An unknown man*bought a bicycle for $15 and gave in pay-ment a check for 025. The dealer went to a neighboring storeand cashed the check. The stranger received $10 dhangemounted his bicycle, and disappeared. The check bounced andthe dealer.had to make it good. The bicycle-cost the dealer$11. How much money did he lose altogether?

F14. A series of madern vases are pictured below. The lastvase, in the lower right hand space, has not yet been drawn.Show what it will look like.

M14. A series of geometric forms is pictured below. The lastform, in the lower right hand space, has not yet been drawn.Show what it will look like.

(Same figure as above.)
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.F15. An interior decorator ordered 1,000 yards of draperymaterial. This was enough to provide four yards for eachlong drape and two yards for each short-drape she had onorder. Altogether ehe had orders for 296 drapes. How manylong drapes and how many short drapes had been ordered?

1415. An automobile dealer ordered 1,000.tires one day. -Thiswas enough. to provide four tires for each car and two tiresfor each saataorcycle he head on hand. Altogether he had 296vehicles. Wow many cars
and.how_manT-motorcycles-did-he-havel-

F16. The decorative design below consists of four squaresmade out of 12 pearl-headed pins. Make a drawing to ehow how,by moving only three pins, you can make a new design con-sisting of three squares, each the size of the originalsquares.

Ilip.....m..11

1416.. The four squares below are made up of 12 matches. Makedrawing to show how by moving only three of the matches:ycu can make only three squares, all of which will be the samesiZe as the original squares.

(Same figure as above.)

!17. How can you measure out exactly six cups or flour whenTou Only have a four-cup container and a nine-cup container:6 measure with? (Flour is in a large bin.)

q7. How can you measure out exactly six quarts of motor oilrhen':you have only a four-quart container and a nine-qUart'Obtainer to measure with? (Oil is in a large barrel0
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Fl8. The figure below shows the outline of a small house.lOraw lines to show how the rooms could be arranged so thatthere are four rooms which are equal in size and shape.

0.1.Mar

Ak18. The figure below shows three-quarters of a sque:7e.IDerawlines to ihow how the figure cbuld be divided intoflzjur parts whiCh are equal in size and shape.

(Same figure as above.)

p19. Of
the

dtaridia* s
.;:talse one
Aone?

seven diamonds,

cales, it is pos
in no more tha

one is a synthetic. It looks just
igha_lassUsing-a-pa-tr-of.

sible.to find the gem that is the
n two weighings. How can thid be

-1419. Of seven coins, one is a counterfeit. It looks justlike the others, but it weighs less. Using a pair of
.balance scales, it is possible tofind the coin that is the.false one in no more than two weighings. How can this bedone?

F20. The figure below represents material from which a
-skirt is to be cut. The shaded area is waste material. The
radius'of the skirt is 1 yard. Mhe area of the circle is
Athout 3 times the radius squared. How much material will beWaSted.

(Figure on following page.)
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: M204 The figure below-represents sheet Metal from whiCh:A
44040 .to:.be tilt. -The shaded area is waste metal.'',-ThSH
:radius of the disk (circle) is;.1 yard. .(The-areaofthe
.circle is about 3 times the radius squared.) .How,mUchmetal'
will be wasted?

(Same figure as above.)
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ApPENPIX 4

SOWTIONS TEST,

Directions: Sixteen problems are presented below. Each problem is
folldi.red b7 a, number °f methods by Whichit could be solved. Since;a11

, ,

.0f, the methods ,lead to a correct solUtion, YoU do net neeci to lolve the,
problem.- Your task is to decide two things:, Y) Uhibh 'Of; tha mothoda
-is' the, one you ,would probably _have used if You 'had been solving the
PrObleM.', B) 'which method, given, all thoSe: described, Seems- beat. For.

, each: problem pUt , one 'check mark under
Y- for your' Probable choice of method
and-one Under B for the best method.
(Both cheeks may, of course

2
follow

'the ,same method.)

You have 15 mdnutes in which to
complete'the test. The examiner
will tell you when to begin.

( ) ( ).

2. (x) ( )

1. You,,want to plan yoUr delivery route so that it wouldbe,MOSt,SiTic..,
,

,ient. You have 35 stal,L, torilaiceATAKIELA j hour periodMI-L-09-4tO,
be at the warehouse at the beginning and end, of 'the route,:

Y. B"
1. You-take a city map and work-out the

route plan in your head. 1. ( );

2. You consult the route manager who has
had many years experience. 2, ( ) (

3. You drive around the route, trying out
several different delivery patterns. 3. ( )

2. You and your two room-mates wani to make quilts for Chriatmes presents.'
You knowthat seven people can make a quilt in 21 daya and you need to
know how many days it will take three of you to make a quilt.

y B
1. You make a sample quilt to find Out. 1. ( )

2. You a3k an experienced semstress.
2. (

3. You work it out ma-aematically. 3. ( ) (

y

)



You're A new cook and you notice that Sally, the exerienced cook,
cutLcookies from batter she makes each morning. She rolls OUt.:,sig.::645'
:ofbatter tO cut one dozen round000kies. One day Alm made:-.A t0tal Of-,
nOUps of batter.: She sold a dozen cookies eyery,half hotil yet this.sup/47 lasted her seven hours. You wonder how she did this.

(

2. ( ) ( )

3. You thought it all out, using
mathematics, until suddenly you
realized the.Secret.

3. ( ) ( )

I. You-asked Sally to tell you the
secret.

2. You tried out different methods
of cookie cutting until you dis-
covered the secret.

4. The engineering instructor gives you the square below to divide into
four,parts of the eume size and shape, withoutdrawing any of the lines--through any of the dots.

9

1. You look through some engineering
books until you come up with it. 1. ( ) ( )

2.--You-turn-the problem-aver-in-pUf
, head until you come up with it. 2. ( ) )

You draw several trial lines
until you come up with it. 3. (

5. You have a flat tire (right rear) and need to put on the spare, butyou have no jack. The only tools you have are a lug wrench and a, tire
pump, but there are some blocks beside the road.

1. You reason out that if you put blocks
under the middle and tip the car you
can change the tire. 1. ( ) ( )

2. You, flag down a passing car and ask if
they have a jack.

You try several methods Of placing the
blocks until you discover that the 3. ( ) ( )
center placement solves your problem.
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6. You have the problem of budgeing $700 for a quarter at Stanford.
You know how much your room and board will cost, but beyond that you'll
not be sure.

1. You'll try it for one quarter, keeping
a record of costs andthen apply the Y B
solution you've worked out to next
quarter. 1. ( ) ( )

2. You'll go along as well as you can, if
money runs out you can always et a
loan or some help fram your parents.

3. You'll try to think ahead, listing all
probably cost6 such as laundry and
entertainment and then portion your
money accordingly.

( ) C )

( ) ( )

7. You have the problem of arranging the furniture in your roam.
There is a chair, a desk, a'bed a bookcase, a bureau and a lamp.
You want the desk under the window.

1. You place the furniture in several
different locations, trying different
patterns of arrangement until you
find one you like.

2. You try to visualize the room, taking
iuta-account-tte size and-locatibh of----
the different pieces of furniture and
work it out in your head..

3. You invite your house-mates in to get
their suggestions, and utilize the
best of these.

1. ( ) ( )

2. ( ) C )

8. You know that an automobile dealer ordered 1,000 tires one day.
This was enough for four tires for each car and two tires for each motor-
cycle he had on hand. Altogether he had 296 vehicles. You want to know
how-many cars and how many motorcycles he had.

1. You tried several combinations of
numbers until you came up with 92
motorcycles and 204 cars.

2. You realized you were dealing with
a simple algebra problem and-worked
it out.

3. You asked the automobile dealer.
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9. You have five picas of a necklace. Each piece is made up of threelinkS. You want to join the five pieces into a single length of neck-lace. What is the smallest number of links that you must open andclose to do this?

ccccocco cco cro

1. You ask a jeweler. He says 3 links.
1. ( ) ( )

2. You try opening links until you can
join all five pieces.

2. ( ) ( )

3. Iou think the problem over until you
realize that it can be done in 3. 3. ( ) ( )

10. You are faced with- the problem of how to study most effectively fora test so that you can get a good grade and retain the most material.
1. You Ocasider all the factors, such as Ytime, amoUnt, and what is most inter-

esting aid then w)rk out a plan. 1. ) ( )
2. You get in a study group and work

together with Others on it. 2. ( ) ( )

3. You systematically try different
study systems, then choose the 3. (' )
one_that....morks-best-for-you;

U. You are trying to lose 12 pounds so that you may try on a new suit.By careful dieting you lose 4 poundseach week. Each weekend, however; yougain back 3 pounds. How long will it be before you can try on the suit?

1. You try it, and find that it takes
nine weeks.

2. You think it over, realize that you
can try on the suit:at the end of'
the ninth week.

3. You ask your dietician.

1. ( ) ( )

2. ( ) ( )

12. You are trying to find a bleach that will make your hair just thecolor you want it.

1. You work out a formula in chemistry.
1. ( ) ( )

2. You ask a druggist for his adviCe.
2. ( ) ( )

3. You try different combinations on
some cut hair. 3. ( ) ( )
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13. You are :.iven the three-quarters of a square, the fig-
ure to the rjg. Draw lines to show how the figure could

be divided into 4 parts which are equal in size and shape. I

1. You draw several trial lines until Y B

you find out how. 1, ( ) ( )

2. Ask someone who's good in,geometry. ) C )

3. Work it out in your head. 3. ( ) ( )

14. You want to find out what is the_best path to followwhemmaking
the turn at first base when running from home to second base.

: p

1. Consult the coach. 1.. ( )- ( )

2. Try several methods of running. 2. ( ) ( )

3. Consider all the factors, angles,
running time, etc.

3. ( ) ( )

15. You are making a skirt which is to be a full circle, and you have
a square piece of cloth which is Just large enough. You need to know

how much material will be wasted.

1. You find the area of the circle and sub-
tract it from the area of the square. 1. ( ) ( )

2. You lay.an old skirt over the material
and measure the loftover material. 2. ( ) ( )

3. You consult a friend who has had more
sewing experience than you have, 3. ( ) ( )

16. You are faced with the problem of building a floor over a slanting

roof. You want the floor to be level, but the roof has a 200 slope.
Y. B,

1. You project the angle of the roof the
length of the floor and then compute
the size of the brace you will need.

2. You hire a carpenter.

3. You lay a board out level above the
roof and then ure the brace.

7 5
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APPENDIX'5

REVISED PARAT.LED SETS

OF MASCULINE AND FEMININE ROLE-APPROPRIATE PROBLEMS

This appendix contains only the problems which were revised or substituted

for problems in the original sets. The original problems may be found in

Appendix 3. F designates problems
appropriate to the feminine role, while

M designates problems appropriate to the masculine role.

Fl and NI are identical with Fll and N11 in Appendix 3.

F2 - F7 and N2 - 147 are identical with the correspOnding..problems in

Appendix 3.

F8. For a party, Carol wanted to cut several small birthday cakes into

four pieces. Use straight lines to show how she could cut this cake

into four pieces of the sane size and shape, without drawing any of

the lines through any of the candles (dots on the drawing).

(Figure is identical with the figure for F8 in Appendix 3.)

M8. As an engineering project, John had to divide a square into four parts.

Use straight lines to show how he can divide this square into four

parts of the same size and shape, without drawing any of the lines

through-e.v....of_theAdA.
(Figure is icientical with the figure f6FT8rlipppandix-3.

F9 - F10 and M9 - NIO ore identical with the corresponding problems in

Appendix 3.

Fll and N11 are identical with Fl and ni in Appendix 3.

F12 - F13 and 1112 - 14I3 are identical with the corresponding problems in

Appendix 3.

F14 and 1114 have problem statements identical with F14 and 1414 in Appendix

3; however, the figures have been changed slightly, while maintaining

the same principle.

F15. A bride's mother ordered 38 candles for her daughterts wedding. This

was enough to provide four candles for each four-stem candlertick and

two candles for each two-stem candlestick she had on hand. Altogether

she had 12 candlesticks. Haw many two-stem
candlesticks and how many

four-stem candlesticks did she have?
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5. 411 automobile dealer ordered 38 tires one day. This was enough to
prOVidalour tires for each car and two tires for each motOrcyCla
hejlad on hand. Altogether he had 12 vehicles. How Many, cai's and-

hOw many motorcycles did he have?

J116 - F20 and 1416 - 1420 are identical with the corresponding probleMs
Appendix 3.
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